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Dear Professor, 

      We are delighted to inform you that Marketing 7e has published. This exciting 
new edition provides the power of Connect with SmartBook 2.0, which continually 
adapts to individual students’ needs, creating a personalized and productive 
learning experience.  This helps students come to class better prepared and ready 
to learn, allowing you to transform your classroom experience.  The 7th, edition will 
feature 8 new Video Cases, assignable Marketing Analytics exercises, assignable 
Marketing Mini Sims and much more, all within Connect. In addition, McGraw-Hill 
has recently introduced a new Marketing Insights Podcast series as well as a new 
Marketing Video Library, both updated monthly!   

     We are thrilled to provide the Grewal/Levy newsletter to empower you to 
provide current, cutting-edge examples of marketing in the classroom.   

    The newsletter includes abstracts of current articles, notes on the applicable 
chapters in the textbook, and discussion questions. The newsletter also features 
current videos. We hope you will find the visual and comprehensive topic coverage 
useful. The newsletter is also accessible at grewallevymarketing.com. We 
encourage you to tell us how you use the newsletter. Please send your feedback 
to mlevy@babson.edu. 

You can find a preview of Marketing 7e by clicking here.  To request a sample, 
please contact your McGraw-Hill Learning Technology Representative.   

Sincerely,  

                        

Dhruv Grewal & Michael Levy 

 

mailto:mlevy@babson.edu
http://grewallevymarketing.com/
mailto:mlevy@babson.edu
http://www.mhhe.com/eMag/Grewal_Marketing7e/
https://shop.mheducation.com/store/paris/user/findltr.html
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Videos: 

 

'King of the Super Bowl' on How to Make 
an Iconic Super Bowl Ad 

× 5:23 min 
× Use with Chapters: 2, 8 ,19 
× Video Link 

 
 
 

The Surprising Power of Old-School 
Billboards in Driving Sales 

× 2:02 min 
× Use with Chapters: 2, 5, 9, 19 
× Video Link 

 
 
 
 

A First Look at Google Maps' AR Future 
× 2:23 min 
× Use with Chapters: 6, 12, 13  
× Video Link 
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The Best Behavioral Predictor? What People Buy on 
Amazon 
Karen Weise, “Amazon Knows What You Buy. And It’s Building a Big Ad Business from It,” The New York Times, January 20, 
2019  
Use with Chapter 6, “Consumer Behavior,” Chapter 9, “Segmentation, Targeting, and Positioning,” and 
Chapter 10, “Marketing Research” 
 

Advertising on Amazon goes well beyond the 
sponsored ads that appear anytime a consumer initiates a 
search for a desired product. Such advertising is familiar—if a 
consumer searches for an exercise ball, firms that 
manufacture exercise balls are going to pop up on the 
results page and promote their version of the item. But 
Amazon’s insights into how consumers behave is not limited 
to that specific search instance, so it also is enabling 
advertisers to identify and promote their offerings to people 
who might be interested, even if they are not searching for 
that particular item at the moment. 

For example, the person searching for an exercise ball also might have sought out moisture-wicking 
exercise gear last week. With this information, Amazon makes it possible for a sports apparel company to 
display its advertising at the moment the consumer starts looking for exercise balls. By expanding the targeting 
to the entire history of searches and purchases each consumer has made on Amazon, it enables advertisers to 
achieve far more specific, appealing, and efficient marketing communications. 

The results are impressive. A company that sells low carb cheese snack bars gained information about 
consumers searching for cauliflower-based pizza crusts (another low carb option) and sent advertising their 
way. In the course of three months, it gained approximately 22,000 clicks, about 4,000 of which led to 
purchases—an astounding conversion rate of close to 20 percent.  

Furthermore, the insightful information is provided readily and freely by consumers. On Amazon, they 
signal whether they have sustained an injury (by searching for analgesic creams or knee braces), how old the 
children in their household are (by selecting age ranges when they search for kids’ clothing or toys), and what 
car they drive (by listing it in the Amazon Garage section). Such willingness to provide detailed information 
addresses one of the main challenges for advertisers that want to segment and target consumers according to 
personal characteristics that truly influence their buying behaviors—that is, gaining access to the information.   

Previously, Amazon performed all the targeting operations through its in-house advertising department 
and required a minimum investment, such that this option was relatively expensive, and only the largest sellers 
generally could afford to target their advertising so precisely. More recently though, a self-service version 
allows small companies to leverage the powerful tools as well. The advertisers then can choose how much to 
spend to obtain the information, as well as which information to purchase, whether that includes details about 
media watching habits or insights into buying trends. By showing advertisers what people have bought before, 
Amazon is enabling them to predict with great accuracy what they will buy next.  

 
Discussion Questions: 

1. What type of data does Amazon make available for advertisers that want to target shoppers 
precisely? 

2. What kinds of behaviors are consumers displaying and sharing by searching and shopping on 
Amazon? 
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Wearables that Want Your Sweat to Improve Your 
Service Access  
Apoorva Mandavilli, “Your Sweat Will See You Now,” The New York Times, January 18, 2019  
Use with Chapter 12, “Developing New Products” and Chapter 13, “Services: The Intangible Product” 

 
As we have discussed previously, the 

latest version of the Apple Watch offers novel 
and cutting-edge capabilities for measuring 
various indicators of people’s health and 
exercise. But new product options are going 
even further, using the sweat that people 
exude to gather even more detailed 
information about how they are doing, which in 
turn can inform their need for and access to 
health-related services. 

Although not yet available on the 
market, the new sensors will rely on soft, 
flexible patches that stick directly to the user’s skin. Tiny holes on the side against the wearer’s skin 
allow sweat to flow into a small reservoir, which is also equipped with a miniscule sensor. The sensors 
then gauge the chemicals contained in the sampling of sweat, such as glucose, lactate, and chloride, 
as well as the rate of sweating and the pH balance.  

From this analysis, the goal is to determine, for example, if a diabetic person has too much or 
too little glucose in his system, if a child is a risk for cystic fibrosis according to high levels of chloride 
in her sweat, or if an athlete’s electrolytes have fallen too low. Some of these functionalities appear 
well supported already by the existing technology associated with the novel sensors, but others have 
yet to be perfected. Still, the promise is clear, and scientists predict they will be able to gauge all of 
these health conditions, and more, within a couple of years. 

Once they are functional, the sensors could change the way services in various sectors, such as 
health care and exercise, get delivered. By tracking and collecting the lactate levels of marathon 
runners for example, trainers could determine when in the race their clients are likely to get tired and 
need infusions of nutrients. By keeping nearly constant track of patients’ glucose levels, 
endocrinologists could improve the service they provide to people diagnosed with diabetes and help 
them avoid critical or emergency incidents. Even less serious service providers might benefit; if an 
aesthetician can assess the level of hydration in a client’s skin, the service, such as a facial, can be 
customized precisely to the needs of that person at that very moment. 

 
Discussion Questions: 

1. What are some other ways service providers might use the information that these sensors 
provide, obtained from people’s sweat? 

2. Are there any ethical concerns about the gathering of such data? 
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Do Users Know What They Are Sharing with Facebook, 
and Do They Care? 
Sapna Maheswari, “Facebook Advertising Profiles Are a Mystery to Most Users, Survey Says,” The New York Times, January 
16, 2019; Hal Conick, “Are A/B Tests Ethical?” Marketing News, October 31, 2018  
Use with Chapter 4, “Conscious Marketing, Corporate Social Responsibility, and Ethics” Chapter 6, “Consumer 
Behavior,” and Chapter 10, “Market Research” 

Despite the widespread media coverage and controversy surrounding 
Facebook’s access to and exploitation of users’ data, it appears that most people 
remain oblivious to exactly how the social media site gathers and uses their 
personal information. According to a recent survey of representative Facebook 
users, approximately three-quarters of them did not know that advertisers could 
access their personal traits and preferences by requesting information gathered 
by Facebook. 

In actuality, Facebook aggregates information across its various sites, 
including Instagram and WhatsApp, to develop profiles of every user. The profiles 

reflect how each user behaves on these sites, including when and how often they visit, what they click on or 
like, and which information they share. It also integrates nonbehavioral details, such as where they live, their 
ages, and who their family members are. From these data, Facebook creates descriptions of users that indicate 
not only which products they might be interested in but also what their political leanings likely are and which 
“multicultural affinities” they exhibit.  

For advertisers, such information is priceless, because it supports improved personalization and 
targeting. Knowing that a Facebooker consistently likes pictures of dogs tells a pet food seller that ads for 
treats, balls, and high-quality food are likely to reap rewards if exposed to this particular consumer.  

But in a more nefarious sense, the resulting profiles could be (and allegedly have been) used to 
manipulate people in ways that matter far more. Reports indicate that unethical actors gathered political and 
racial profiles to target some groups of citizens with influence tactics designed to discourage them from voting. 
Even Facebook’s own experiments, in which it sought to determine if showing more positively or negatively 
oriented feeds to people altered their behavior, raise questions about the rights that it has to define and 
influence users’ behavior.  

A contradictory argument holds that the type of experiments Facebook conducts, often referred to as 
A/B tests, because they involve two main versions of a similar experience (e.g., more positive or more negative 
news feeds), are both legitimate and necessary. According to this argument, marketers engage in such 
experiments all the time to determine which product display, pricing strategy, or color combination works best 
to prompt customers to buy. In this sense, Facebook’s attempt to gather users’ behavioral information is just 
one more contributing element to any good marketing strategy. 

Such questions become particularly pertinent in light of additional information provided by the original 
survey though. When shown their profiles, about one-quarter of the people surveyed indicated that the 
description of their political leanings was inaccurate. More than one-third protested the incorrectness of their 
assigned multicultural affinity. Beyond questions of whether Facebook should develop such profiles and how it 
may use them, it thus confronts the issue of whether it is even able to establish accurate depictions of users, 
based on their behaviors on its site. If it cannot, then what’s the point? 

Discussion Questions: 
1. Outline the ethical concerns associated with (a) user profiles based on Facebook activity, (b) user 

profiles that include political or cultural preferences, (c) users’ lack of awareness of the existing of 
these profiles, and (d) inaccurate profiles. 

2. Are there any other ethical considerations that arise from your reading of this information? 
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Have You See the One About JS Watch Company? A 
Luxury Marketing and Pricing Strategy that Doesn’t Take 
Itself Too Seriously  
Penelope Colston, “In Iceland, Watchmaking with a Sense of Humor,” The New York Times, January 16, 2019  
Use with Chapter 2, “Developing Marketing Strategies and a Marketing Plan,” Chapter 11, “Product, Branding, and 
Packaging Decisions,” and Chapter 15, “Strategic Pricing Methods and Tactics” 
 

Four guys walk into a shop … and make watches. It sounds like the start of a joke, but the Icelandic 
luxury watch brand JS Watch Company is doing most of the laughing. The expensive, prestige watches feature 
premium prices and limited releases, but rather than a traditional or stuffy approach to their design and sales, 
the owners embrace a quirky and entertaining philosophy that sets them far apart from most watchmakers. 

The difference is apparent in nearly every aspect of the 
business, including its production facilities, product designs, and 
advertising. In particular, all the 500 or so watches it makes each year 
come from a tiny workshop, tucked into an approximately 270 square 
foot showroom. The jovial and charismatic master watchmaker designs 
and produces many of them, and his son makes the rest. Their two 
partners take care of marketing and other operational requirements. A 
sign outside the door designates the location as being the home of 
“Probably the world’s smallest watchmaker.” 

In designing the company’s other marketing communications and advertising, the small firm has shied 
away from conventional glamor shots of watches. Instead, the campaigns feature the four partners in silly, 
tongue-in-cheek situations, often dressed in costume. To promote a waterproof version, the master 
watchmaker similarly dressed up, as an astronaut, and paraded through the streets outside the workshop.  

This space-themed design is not the only unique offering. The watch designs tend to denote some fun 
scenario, and they consistently refer to Icelandic heritage and achievements. When the nation’s soccer team, 
remarkably, made the World Cup for the first time, JS Watch Company issued a timepiece with a soccer ball on 
the face and a red “12” marker, to refer to the popular designation of fans as the twelfth member of the team. 
A flight-oriented version celebrates the country’s airport; a highly sophisticated dress watch gives a nod to 
Reykjavik’s famous 101 neighborhood. 

Some traditionalists scorn such offerings, regarding them as too silly and not sufficiently sophisticated 
to be included among the ranks of luxury watches. But JS Watch Company does not take such criticisms too 
seriously, noting that it regards its designs as stylish and simple, such that everyone has the potential to 
become a “classic.” It also points to famous fans who have embraced the watch, running the gamut from the 
guitarist for Jethro Tull to Tom Cruise to the Dalai Lama.  

The point on which it does not differ much is the pricing strategy. Even if the advertising contains jokes 
and the watches give a nod to current events, the prices charged are equivalent to those required by some of 
the most famous names in watchmaking. The most expensive, which requires a custom order, is priced in 
excess of €12,000; its dial is made up of ash released from an eruption of the Eyjafjallajokull volcano in 2010. 
The price and production process thus clearly establish the luxury status of the brand—even as the pictures of 
the founders in bathing suits and silly caps insist on the silly side of the brand’s image. 

Discussion Questions: 
1. Does the strategy adopted by JS Watch Company identify it as a luxury brand? Why or why not? 
2. Should this company seek to grow? Why or why not? 
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Moving Beyond Skin Color to Comprehensive Skin Care 
in the Cosmetics Industry 
Bee Shapiro, “How Skin-Care Companies Are Tackling Issues Faced by Women of Color,” The New York Times, December 
26, 2018  
Use with Chapter 9, “Segmentation, Targeting, and Positioning,” and Chapter 12, “Developing New 
Products” 

In a multicultural world, people with widely varying skin tones 
require products specific to their needs, such as foundation or 
concealer that come in a range of shades. By and large, popular 
cosmetic product lines have expanded to reflect the diverse 
consumer market, but better matching cosmetic colors with natural 
skin tones is not the end of the story. Rather, people of different 
ethnicities often require various products to ensure their skin stays 

hydrated, even in tone, and wrinkle-free—all pressing consumer demands for nearly all consumers, 
regardless of their heritage. 

Women in particular seek products that can help them retain a youthful look, without suffering 
from overly oily or dry textures or splotchy coloration. For white women, a primary concern is 
wrinkles, and historically, that challenge has been the focus of mainstream, exclusionary product 
options. For black women, hyperpigmentation and overproduction of sebum (which makes skin look 
oily) is more of an issue. Latina, Native American, and Asian women each require different approaches 
to make their skin look great too. 

In response, various cosmetics providers have followed distinct development paths. Companies 
such as Darker Skin Tones explicitly target their marketing toward women with relatively darker skin. 
The developed products often contain salicylic acid, which helps balance sebum production, and 
micro algae extracts that even out skin tone. 

Clinique instead asserts that color is an insufficient criterion for segmentation, because skin 
tones are so diverse and wide ranging. Therefore, it has developed the Clinique iD moisturizer system, 
which consists of three base compounds, into which consumers can add five different enhancers, each 
of which targets a particular skin concern. Therefore, if someone has very dry skin with large pores, 
she can start with the jelly base (rather than the oil-controlling gel), then add a cartridge that contains 
ingredients designed specifically to reduce the appearance of pores. None of the combinations are 
designated by skin color; instead, the company encourages consumers to educate themselves about 
precisely what their individual skin needs.   

Beyond the makeup counter, service providers also note the need to customize their services 
to match individual needs. For example, laser treatments designed to reduce the appearance of 
wrinkles can quickly cause burns on darker skin, and they tend to make the red tones in Native 
Americans’ skin tones deeper and more prominent overall. Such varying needs require salons to keep 
careful track of how much intensity they are applying when offering these types of services—a level of 
personalization rarely achieved. 

Discussion Questions: 
1. What is the most appropriate way to segment the cosmetic market? 
2. Do you already have a good sense of what kind of skin care product would be best for your 

individual skin? Is it easy for you to find those products in the market? 
Back to Top  



When Is It Bragging, and When Is It False Advertising—
And Who Decides? Comparative Advertising by Chevrolet 
and the Responses by Its Rivals  
Michael Wayland, “GM Pulls Disputed ‘Real People, Not Actors’ Ad,” Advertising Age, January 17, 2019 
Use with Chapter 19, “Advertising, Public Relations, and Sales Promotions” 
 

In one of the recent iterations of its long-running 
advertising campaign, in which real customers encounter new 
information about its car models and express their surprise at 
what they have learned, Chevrolet explicitly sought out 
customers of other carmakers. The spot asked the real people, 
identified as drivers of Ford, Toyota, or Honda vehicles, which 
automotive brand had the highest reliability. Each confidently 
asserted that their own choice was the winner, then gasped 
when sheets covering four different cars whipped away to 
highlight Chevy as the victor in each category.  

But the gasps may have been misplaced, because all 
three competitive carmakers have protested the ad, claiming that Chevrolet is being misleading when it 
claims to have earned the ranking as most reliable. In particular, the competitors use the term false 
advertising, and they have demanded that the spot be removed from the airwaves. 

Although Chevy’s parent brand GM decided to stop airing the spot, it claimed it had done so 
simply due to the scheduling of the next round of advertising, not because it would admit to any 
misleading claims. Rather, Chevy insists that the evidence it is the most reliable brand is strong and 
convincing. 

The issue ultimately may boil down to which analysis we read. The source for the controversial ad 
was an Ipsos survey of nearly 50,000 car owners that asked about how many parts they had had to replace 
or repair. The survey referred to 2015 model year cars, though the focal advertisement itself featured the 
2018 models, some of which had been redesigned in the meantime, such that they arguably might not 
achieve the same ratings. Chevy notes though that reliability ratings are inherently delayed, because 
sufficient time must pass for the distinctions to arise. 

The competitors point to a different study, by Consumer Reports, that instead ranked Chevy very 
low on its list of the most reliable brands. This outcome was largely a result of the poor performance of a 
newly redesigned Traverse model—the very same one featured in the focal advertisement. 

Yet another evaluation, by J.D. Power, agreed with the Ipsos survey and ranked the four Chevy cars 
featured in the ad as the most reliable for that model year. Thus both sides have ammunition to support 
their claims that Chevrolet is or is not the most reliable brand. Are the real people, not actors, just as 
surprised to learn about this contested claim? 

 
Discussion Questions: 
1. Does Chevrolet have sufficient evidence to make claims of being the most reliable? Pose 

arguments from both sides. 
2. Why is reliability a difficult feature on which to base a comparative advertisement? 
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Does that Cooler Door Know Me? High-Tech In-Store 
Communications  
Lara O’Reilly, “Walgreens Tests Digital Cooler Doors with Cameras to Target You with Ads,” The Wall Street Journal, 
January 11, 2019 
Use with Chapter 17, “Retailing and Omnichannel Marketing” 
 

A recent high-tech option aims to replace traditional glass 
cooler doors in Walgreens convenience stores with smart, interactive 
digital screens. The products on display may remain the same, but 
the way they are displayed appears poised to change radically. 

The high-tech screens start with particular images, likely rows 
of beverages or frozen treats that mimic their positions on the racks 
inside the coolers. In this, the look would be similar to what 
shoppers encounter in virtually any convenience store when they 
stop for a quick drink. But as they approach, the smart screens 

would gauge their identity and switch to a display more targeted to their likely needs. A young shopper might 
get a vision of a Yoohoo; an adult might see a promotion for beer.  

As the shopper views the screen, sensors in the door and within the cooler itself also measure what 
items have attracted his or her attention. If a display keeps a consumer’s eye gaze for an extended period, the 
marketer gains valuable insight that its promotion is working. But if that consumer then opens the door and 
grabs a different product, it learns that it needs a different approach to prompt a sale.  

The sensors also provide benefits to the retailer, by alerting it to low stock levels, such that it can avoid 
any stockouts that are likely to frustrate drug and convenience store consumers who want to find what they 
need quickly. Furthermore, retailers can shift and alter the promotional displays quickly and easily, enabling 
them to promote ice cream on cold days or sports drinks if they appear on the route of a local marathon event.  

Although the smart screens on cooler doors are a notable innovation, they are not the first screens in 
existence to adjust their advertising messages based on information about the person viewing them. In 
Australia and the United Kingdom, billboards promoting the Movember men’s health public information 
campaign (which encourages men not to shave during the month of November, as well as to visit their doctor 
for annual health checks) switched their contents, depending on whether an approaching consumer had facial 
hair or not.  

In addition, the company that came up with the in-store technology, called Cooler Screens, thus far has 
only entered into a partnership with Walgreens. Its products remain available to other retailers, such that 
grocers might implement the doors for their freezer cases to help shoppers pick out the best frozen pizza (e.g., 
a bigger portion size for families), or ice cream shops might add them if they want to give customers more 
options or promote certain new flavors. On the supplier side, Cooler Screens already has secured agreements 
with several big name brands, such as Nestlé and MillerCoors, to include their offerings in the software driving 
its smart doors.  

Although still in their pilot phase, the doors thus seem to offer benefits for all the stakeholders involved: 
the innovator that came up with the idea, the retailers that want to sell more products, the suppliers that want 
to highlight their products in stores, and the consumers who want easy and convenient access to appealing 
product options. 

Discussion Questions: 
1. Are smart cooler doors likely to be successful and spread to various retailers? Justify your answer.  
2. What other possible applications can you imagine for such smart doors? 
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A Partnership to Get Healthier Options to Consumers: 
WW and Blue Apron  
Heather Haddon, “Blue Apron Links with Dieters in Comeback Effort,” The Wall Street Journal, December 26, 2018 
Use with Chapter 11, “Product, Branding, and Packaging Decisions” 
 

Once praised as a game changer in the eat-at-home market, Blue Apron recently has struggled 
to stay afloat, as subscribers to its meal-delivery service experiment with other options. Once the only 
name in diet and weight-loss services, WW has recently shifted its focus in an attempt to position 
itself as a more comprehensive source of good health. By joining forces, the two companies hope to 
re-solidify their respective positions while also gaining ground by developing a market offering with 
unique appeal to consumers. 

When Blue Apron first emerged, it was among 
the first of what is now a highly competitive, 
crowded market of home delivery dinner kits. With 
pre-portioned servings, easy-to-follow recipes, and 
timely deliveries, the service gave busy families 
access to an alternative and appealing dinner option. 
But its success, along with projections of its massive 
growth potential, rapidly attracted competitive offers 
in this market. Scores of competitors now grab niche 
positions, marketing to vegetarian, gluten-free, or 
paleo diners, stealing market share from the more 
broad-based Blue Apron. As a result, its membership roles and stock prices both have plummeted. 

Looking for a new path to success, it has entered into a partnership with WW (formerly known 
as Weight Watchers), to be a source of meal options for the wellness company’s approximately 4 
million subscribers. If that access leads to additional subscriptions to Blue Apron, the company will 
pay WW an undisclosed fee per user. 

The agreement provides benefits for both partners. Blue Apron gains access to millions of 
potential customers, at no added advertising or development cost. In turn, WW adds a wide range of 
menu options to appeal to its subscribers, increasing the value of its service by expanding their 
choices. Furthermore, it helps WW continue its push (as we discussed in a previous abstract) to move 
beyond its reputation as a dieting company and establish itself as a full-scale wellness provider.   

 
Discussion Questions: 

1. Is this partnership enough to set Blue Apron apart from other meal-delivery services and 
thus enable it to succeed? 

2. How should WW and Blue Apron brand their joint offerings? Should one brand take 
prominence over the other, or should they appear as equal partners in marketing 
communications?  
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Don’t Want to Leave Home, Arizonians? Consider 
Grocery Deliveries, Now by Self-Driving Robots  
Lorraine Longhi and Ryan Randazzo, “Self-Driving Robots Can Deliver Your Groceries from Fry’s in Scottsdale,” The (AZ) 
Republic, January 24, 2019  
Use with Chapter 13, “Services: The Intangible Product” 
 

The grocery delivery market continues to 
grow, albeit somewhat slowly. But a new addition to 
the service process may make it easier and more 
efficient for both retailers and shoppers. In a pilot 
experiment, residents of Scottsdale, Ariz., can place 
an order with their local Fry’s grocery store and 
receive their groceries at their door from an 
autonomous, driverless delivery vehicle, developed 
and maintained by a company called Nuro.  

The vehicle itself is tiny—more like a big cart 
than a car. Its top speed is 25 miles per hour, and it is 
programmed to stick to smaller back roads and less travelled throughways to reach its destination. 
But it does not require any human resources, in the form of a driver, and with their small size and 
weight, the Nuro vehicles are relatively inexpensive to operate. 

The test run is in Scottsdale for a reason. The area is marked by mild temperatures and weather 
conditions. Accordingly, other companies have designated it as a good test spot for their autonomous 
vehicles, such that local residents have gained some familiarity with the sight of a car without a driver 
pulling up alongside them. 

In about half a year, Nuro vehicles have successfully completed approximately 1000 deliveries, 
running for 13 hours per day, every day of the week. According to data from the tests, many of these 
deliveries involve repeat customers, indicating that the service is sufficiently valuable that people 
continue using it over time, rather than just testing it out for the novelty. One customer, a parent, 
noted that the ability to restock her kitchen without having to pack up her young children in the car 
would make the service extremely worthwhile, especially if she had come down with a cold or other 
illness. Noting these appeals, the company has ambitious plans to grow, though it has yet to 
announce where its expansions will spread next. 

 
Discussion Questions: 

1. What benefits does a driverless vehicle offer, compared with grocery delivery services that 
require drivers to get the products from stores to consumers? 

2. Do you order groceries to be delivered? If not, what conditions might prompt you to do so? 
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Scan Your Face, Drive Away in Less than a Minute: Using 
Biometrics at Hertz Rental Locations  
Colin Bertram, “Hertz and Clear Promise to Eliminate Car Rental Counter Hell,” Bloomberg, December 11, 2018 
Use with Chapter 1, “Overview of Marketing” 
 

A modern business traveler arrives at Atlanta’s Hartsfield-Jackson International Airport, one of 
the busiest in the world, tired and ready to get to her meeting or his hotel for the evening. But getting 
there requires renting a car, and despite the customer’s long history with and loyal patronage of the 
rental company, even the best option demands that the weary traveler spend several minutes filling 
out paperwork before getting on the road. In the modern era of biometrics though, such limits may 
soon be a thing of the past. 

The car rental company Hertz has partnered 
with a biometrics service provider called Clear to 
create a function that recognizes loyal customers 
using facial, iris, or fingerprint scans. With just a 
quick scan, the customer can grab her or his desired 
car and be off the rental lot in just about 30 
seconds. 

Here’s how the process works: Customers 
must first register with Clear, which costs about $180 
per year (plus $50 for additional family members). 
Once they have an account, they can use it at 
various sites to speed up their access and ingress into secured areas, such as sports arenas or airport 
terminals. The account maintains extensive biometric information about them, so any company 
affiliated with Clear can check whether customers are who they say they are, by scanning their iris or 
fingerprint.  

With Hertz, the service allows members of the loyalty program to arrive at the lot, choose 
whichever car they want, and then pull up to a kiosk that scans their driver’s license and iris. Having 
confirmed the match and the customer’s account with the company, it raises the egress gate and 
sends the traveller off down the road.  

As a result, a process that took about 2 minutes under the best conditions can be shortened to 
about 30 seconds. Such speed is especially beneficial at busy arrival times, such as Monday mornings, 
when the queues to get out of the rental lot can accumulate quickly. Its success in Atlanta has 
encouraged Hertz to announce plans to introduce it to other busy hubs, including the Los Angeles 
and JFK International Airports. 

 
Discussion Questions: 

1. What value does a biometric-based checkout offer for customers? 
2. What other service providers might use biometrics to make access to their offerings easier 

and more valuable for customers? 
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The scientific evidence detailing what factors in the environment 

function as carcinogens, such that they have a direct link to increased 
cancer risks (e.g., tobacco), has piled up and led to various changes in 
policy and consumer behavior. Asbestos is a clear carcinogen; the 
mineral penetrates the lungs of people who breathe it, leading to 
long-term ill effects for those exposed. Those effects have been known 
for decades, leading manufacturers to remove it from products that 
once contained it, like insulation. But asbestos is a naturally occurring 
mineral that appears in nature, so some products could unintentionally 
contain it. 

The link between talc, another natural mineral, and cancer is less 
clear. Yet hundreds of women believe that such a link exists, as 
documented in lawsuits they have brought against Johnson & 
Johnson. Talc is the main ingredient of the company’s famous baby 

powder. Its iconic white, square container and distinctive smell are familiar to millions of people 
whose parents used it on them as children, as well as millions more who continue to use the product 
as adults for its soothing, hygienic, and personal care properties. But according to dozens of lawsuits, 
that comforting symbol of care became, after long-term use, a cancer agent that caused users to 
develop ovarian cancer and mesothelioma, among others.  

Johnson & Johnson has steadfastly denied that its baby powder causes cancer. In response to 
all lawsuits, it has fought back vigorously, arguing that its products have no bearing on the plaintiffs’ 
unfortunate diagnoses. But in the course of fighting these cases in court, Johnson & Johnson also has 
been subject to Freedom of Information requests that demanded access to its internal memos and 
documentation. That evidence has raised a new development, one that might put Johnson & 
Johnson’s denials in question. 

Specifically, the recently released memos, some of which were written in the early 1970s, 
indicate that Johnson & Johnson was aware that there was a risk that its talc-based baby powder 
could contain asbestos as well. Talc and asbestos often occur in close proximity in nature, so the 
potential for cross-contamination is reasonable, simply through sourcing operations. Thus scores of 
internal memos, spanning decades, report the potential presence of asbestos in the baby powder. In 
addition to describing the possibility of this risk, the memos outline responsible and ethical options 
for mitigating the threat and avoiding any contamination. But other memos also detail possibilities for 
quashing any reports of the frightening contamination from going public and suggest some illicit 
efforts undertaken by the firm and its allies to influence policy makers and regulators to protect the 
product from too much scrutiny. 

In its ongoing and consistent defense, Johnson & Johnson denies that it has done anything 
wrong. It has fought all lawsuits and asserts that any reports of asbestos in the baby powder are “junk 



science.” It also cites evidence from hundreds of random tests that never found asbestos in any 
samples of the talc it sells to consumers. Yet the memos imply that the company was long aware of a 
few tests that indicated at least some contamination. They also indicate the firm did nothing to 
prevent it—and even might have worked to cover up the issue. Although the evidence of such 
influence is somewhat circumstantial, currently, no federal regulations exist to ban the presence of 
asbestos in talcum powder, though a voluntary industry policy adopts a zero-tolerance stance. Nor 
have any regulatory agencies ever charged Johnson & Johnson with any wrongdoing.  

The reports that indicate Johnson & Johnson knew of the potential presence of asbestos in its 
baby powder are, according to plaintiffs in the ongoing cases, the smoking gun that will leave the 
company liable. But the company stands strong in its insistence that there is no real evidence of 
contamination and that its beloved product does not cause cancer. The ethical quandary is 
particularly pressing for Johnson & Johnson, whose foundational brand image is wrapped up in its 
ethical choices. 

 
Discussion Questions: 

1. Is Johnson & Johnson acting ethically? 
2. Is the evidence sufficient to show that the baby powder causes cancer? 
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